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creator of truefire and maxfire mods specializing in custom rapid fire controllers mod kits shells thumbsticks buttons

and leds rapid fire mod kits designed for ps5 controllers with easy installation with or without buttons and optional

reflex remapping buttons ps5 truefire ds v2 21 rapid fire mod kit for bdm 010 bdm 020 only 24 99 you are looking at

a console customs solution to adding remappable buttons to your controller you can now easily build your own

custom controller without paying outrageous prices for our xbox series x s rapid fire mod kits are the first most

advanced and easiest to install you will find with all the features you need to dominate online we have packed this

kit with all the tools you need for now and the future console customs offers many custom mods for xbox and

playstation including rapid fire mods paddles and more this video shows the installation if console customs truefire

flex v4 ps4 circuit board mod kit the only mod kit on the market to incorporate programmable reflex remapping

buttons allowing consolecustoms com xbox 360 and ps3 rapid fire controllers custom mods and more elevate your

gaming experience with the ps5 smart triggers a testament to precision engineering and innovation imported from

the usa and complemented by the expertise of console customs these triggers offer unparalleled responsiveness and

compatibility from nintendo game boy to the switch customized consoles and controllers diy mod and repair kits for

retro and new systems create your own personalized ps5 console with pictures using best in class 3m wraps with

precision cut guaranteed to fit your playstation 5 console rapid fire mod kits designed for ps4 controllers with easy

installation with or without buttons and optional reflex remapping buttons customize kit accessibility with cooldowns

maximum redemption limits and permission based controls choose to display kits universally or exclusively to players

with specific permissions utilize the kit viewer for comprehensive insights into each kit s contents we have packed

this kit with all the tools you need for now and the future with 10 modes fully programmable from the rapid fire

speeds to the burst fire rates you can customize it to your needs for current and future games give your playstation

5 game console bundle a unique and personalized look with custom fit skins our ps5 console skins and dualsense

controller skins are made from high quality automotive grade 3m vinyl with a matte laminate custom game boy

advance console includes new shell new buttons new back sticker thoroughly tested runs on 2 aa batteries not

included unless picking rechargeable battery option usb c charger not included this is the original gameboy advance

console this does not have a backlit screen kwikboy modz offers thousands of custom controllers and controller

options to customize your controllers for xbox ps4 ps5 and nintendo switch console customs offers many custom

mods for xbox and playstation including rapid fire mods paddles and more bringing your ip to life with custom

consoles and gear proudly partnered with xbox since 2010 back to all work all of the custom gaming services you

could hope fo create your own joy cons consoles or send in your own controllers to be shell swapped or fixed what

makes us different we strive for great customer service
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console customs creator of truefire and maxfire rapid fire mods

May 22 2024

creator of truefire and maxfire mods specializing in custom rapid fire controllers mod kits shells thumbsticks buttons

and leds

mod kits console customs

Apr 21 2024

rapid fire mod kits designed for ps5 controllers with easy installation with or without buttons and optional reflex

remapping buttons

ps5 rapid fire mod kits paddles and more console customs

Mar 20 2024

ps5 truefire ds v2 21 rapid fire mod kit for bdm 010 bdm 020 only 24 99

console customs products consolecustoms

Feb 19 2024

you are looking at a console customs solution to adding remappable buttons to your controller you can now easily

build your own custom controller without paying outrageous prices for

xbox series x s maxfire sxs rf v1 01 rapid fire mod kit

Jan 18 2024

our xbox series x s rapid fire mod kits are the first most advanced and easiest to install you will find with all the

features you need to dominate online we have packed this kit with all the tools you need for now and the future

console customs ebay stores

Dec 17 2023

console customs offers many custom mods for xbox and playstation including rapid fire mods paddles and more

console customs ps4 truefire flex v4 rapid fire mod youtube

Nov 16 2023

this video shows the installation if console customs truefire flex v4 ps4 circuit board mod kit the only mod kit on the

market to incorporate programmable reflex remapping buttons allowing
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consolecustoms youtube

Oct 15 2023

consolecustoms com xbox 360 and ps3 rapid fire controllers custom mods and more

ps5 smart trigger kit bcaumods com

Sep 14 2023

elevate your gaming experience with the ps5 smart triggers a testament to precision engineering and innovation

imported from the usa and complemented by the expertise of console customs these triggers offer unparalleled

responsiveness and compatibility

god of gaming custom gaming parts consoles

Aug 13 2023

from nintendo game boy to the switch customized consoles and controllers diy mod and repair kits for retro and new

systems

custom ps5 console build your own with pictures skinit

Jul 12 2023

create your own personalized ps5 console with pictures using best in class 3m wraps with precision cut guaranteed

to fit your playstation 5 console

mod kits console customs

Jun 11 2023

rapid fire mod kits designed for ps4 controllers with easy installation with or without buttons and optional reflex

remapping buttons

kit controller plugins codefling

May 10 2023

customize kit accessibility with cooldowns maximum redemption limits and permission based controls choose to

display kits universally or exclusively to players with specific permissions utilize the kit viewer for comprehensive

insights into each kit s contents

ps5 truefire ds v2 2 pcb rapid fire mod kit consolecustoms

Apr 09 2023

we have packed this kit with all the tools you need for now and the future with 10 modes fully programmable from
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the rapid fire speeds to the burst fire rates you can customize it to your needs for current and future games

playstation 5 skins wrap covers ps5 bundle mightyskins

Mar 08 2023

give your playstation 5 game console bundle a unique and personalized look with custom fit skins our ps5 console

skins and dualsense controller skins are made from high quality automotive grade 3m vinyl with a matte laminate

build your own gba gameover customs

Feb 07 2023

custom game boy advance console includes new shell new buttons new back sticker thoroughly tested runs on 2 aa

batteries not included unless picking rechargeable battery option usb c charger not included this is the original

gameboy advance console this does not have a backlit screen

custom xbox ps5 and nintendo switch controllers kwikboy modz

Jan 06 2023

kwikboy modz offers thousands of custom controllers and controller options to customize your controllers for xbox

ps4 ps5 and nintendo switch

console customs ebay stores

Dec 05 2022

console customs offers many custom mods for xbox and playstation including rapid fire mods paddles and more

takeoff custom consoles gear

Nov 04 2022

bringing your ip to life with custom consoles and gear proudly partnered with xbox since 2010 back to all work

cb customs gaming

Oct 03 2022

all of the custom gaming services you could hope fo create your own joy cons consoles or send in your own

controllers to be shell swapped or fixed what makes us different we strive for great customer service
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